Temagami Canoe Routes
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this temagami canoe routes by
online. You might not require more period to spend to go to the books start as with ease as search for
them. In some cases, you likewise accomplish not discover the pronouncement temagami canoe routes
that you are looking for. It will very squander the time.
However below, behind you visit this web page, it will be suitably no question simple to acquire as with
ease as download guide temagami canoe routes
It will not endure many era as we notify before. You can accomplish it while fake something else at
house and even in your workplace. consequently easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we
find the money for below as with ease as review temagami canoe routes what you like to read!

Forest and Stream 1908
Sessional Papers - Legislature of the Province of Ontario Ontario. Legislative Assembly 1912
Nastawgan Bruce W. Hodgins 1987-06-30 A rich history of Canadian wilderness travel, "an utterly
compelling collection," said The Globe and Mail, and "a gem – it absolutely sparkles," according to
Canadian Geographic. Declared by the Canadian Historical Association to be the best book published of
its year on the regional history of Canada’s North. With essays by William C. James, C.E.S. Franks,
George Luste, Margaret Hobbs, John Jennings, Shelagh Grant, Gwyneth Hoyle, Bruce W. Hodgins,
Jamie Bendickson, Craig Macdonald, Jean Murray Cole, John Marsh and John Wadland.
A Paddler's Guide to the Rivers of Ontario and Quebec Kevin Callan 2003 A guide to the twenty
top river trips through the wilds of Ontario and Quebec, including detailed route descriptions, maps
showing all access points, important river features and accurate portage lengths.
Canoe Atlas of the Little North Jonathan Berger 2007 The Little North, north of Superior between
Lake Winnipeg and James Bay, is a historic area including over 20 major lake and river system. This
oversized atlas reviews the area's geography and canoe routes and features 50 annotated topographical
maps.
Spirit of the Red Pine Partners for Wolf Lake
Report of the Bureau of Mines Ontario. Bureau of Mines 1901
Report Ontario. Dept. of Mines 1901
Sessional Papers ... of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario ... Ontario. Legislative
Assembly 1901
Temagami Hap Wilson 2023-04-15 Features the best canoe, kayak and hiking routes in the wild
Temagami region of Ontario. Compiled by Hap Wilson, an outdoor writer who has more than thirty
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years of experience as a wilderness guide . . . personally documented maps . . . far more information
than a volume this size might lead the reader to expect. -- Thunder Bay Chronicle-Journal Temagami: A
Wilderness Paradise is fully updated for the first time in over 10 years. Temagami is one of the northern
hemisphere's most desirable and pristine wilderness areas. Each year thousands visit this 10,000 km2
wilderness area in Central Ontario in search of rugged solitude and authentic backwoods adventure.
This comprehensive guidebook details 25 of the best canoeing, kayaking and hiking routes and contains
notes on the region's history, geography, archaeology, flora and fauna, as well as important outfitting,
camping and safety tips. Trips include: Temagami to Lake Wanapitei Loop Marten River to Wicksteed
Loop Lake Temagami Circle Loop Red Cedar to Jumping Cariboo Lake Loop Anima Nipissing and
Jackpine Lake Loop Rabbit and Twin Lakes Loop Turner Lake Loop Matabitchuan River Route Nasmith
and Obabika River Route Lady Evelyn, Makobe River, Montreal River Loop Anima Nipissing - Montreal
River Loop Maple Mountain Loop Sugar Lake, Muskego River Links Gowganda to Elk Lake Route
Smoothwater Lake, Lady Evelyn River Loop Makobe Lake and Trethewey Lake Links Smoothwater Lake
to Sturgeon River Route.
A Paddler's Guide to Ontario's Cottage Country Kevin Callan 2003 Updated, and with additional
routes, new maps and a new format, this book features 20 of the best canoe routes in Ontario's
Kawarthas, Haliburton, Muskoka, and Georgian Bay regions. Full of photos and original maps showing
all access points, important river features, and accurate portage lengths. Some of the routes included
are: Georgian Bay McCrae Lake Moon River Massasauga Wildlands Black River Muskoka River Poker
Lake Big East Lake Burnt River System Kawartha Highlands Long Lake Eels Creek Mississauga River
Trails and Tribulations Hap Wilson 2009-04-13 In an age when "survival" shows permeate the media,
noted northern traveller Hap Wilson shares accounts of his lifelong involvement with wilderness living
within the Canadian Shield. Wilson knows better than most how to live in the woods. As park ranger,
canoe guide, outfitter, trail builder, and environmental activist, he learned from firsthand experience
that nature can neither be beaten or tamed. Trails and Tribulations takes the reader on a journey with
the author through natural settings ranging from austere to mysterious and breathtaking. Contents
include animal attacks, bush fires, the threat of hypothermia, and vision-quest sites, to name but a few.
Lake Superior to Manitoba by Canoe Hap Wilson 2017-05-01 The Trans Canada Trail
(www.thegreattrail.ca) was designed to run uninterrupted more than 20,000 kilometers from the Pacific
to the Arctic to the Atlantic Ocean. Hap Wilson -- a modern-day explorer and mapmaker -- was the man
chosen to find a water route through the wilderness from Thunder Bay on Lake Superior to Manitoba's
eastern border. First Nations peoples had traveled this mosaic of lakes and rivers 7,000 years ago.
Coureurs des bois and voyageurs had used it to carry furs and trading goods. Wilson set off to carve a
trail for modern users. He mapped it, measured it, marked it and in the process, experienced the best
and worst of Canada's wilderness. He survived bear confrontations, being struck by lightning, grueling
days slashing open old portage routes, a knee replacement, violent storms, gale force winds, isolation,
biting insects, tick infestations and bitter cold. Organizers christened this section of the Trans Canada
Trail the "Path of the Paddle" in honor of canoeing icon Bill Mason and Canada's First Nations. In this
exciting account, Hap Wilson divides his 1,200 km journey into 12 routes with varying degrees of
difficulty. Diary excerpts, hand-drawn maps, GPS coordinates, and photographs provide up to date
information, expert guidance and anecdotal color. He describes the pictographs, old encampment stone
circles that he finds along the way, more evidence of early travel, survival, myth, legend and mystery.
The Greatest Lake Conor Mihell 2012-06-02 Explore the connection between people and places on the
rugged shore of Lake Superior, the world’s largest freshwater lake. Conor Mihell offers a compelling
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image of Lake Superior’s Canadian shore through colourful personality sketches, adventure stories, and
environmental accounts. Admire the kitschy decor of lighthouse cottager Maureen Robertson, a 76year-old who spends six months of the year alone on a remote island; enter the debate over a
controversial aggregate quarry in Wawa, Ontario; and learn how the author’s love affair with the
world’s largest freshwater lake began on quests for a near-mystical, glacier-dropped monolith. Mihell’s
stories build on Lake Superior’s rich and varied history and support its critical place in Canadian
culture. Since the beginning, Lake Superior has been revered for its God-like qualities of power,
unpredictability, and a seemingly endless expanse of life-sustaining freshwater. The lake’s rugged yet
fragile nature and hardscrabble characters and outpost communities define rural northwestern Canada.
Experience it for yourself in this first collection of stories by one of the region’s most acclaimed
journalists.
Grey Owl and Me Hap Wilson 2010-06-28 Hap Wilson is back for another journey, this time on the
lighter side of the adventure trail, where the bizarre melds with the sublime. Nurtured by the writings
of Canadian environmentalist and wannabe-Native, Grey Owl, Wilson adopted a lifestyle similar to the
1930s conservationist but with his own twists and turns along a meandering path full of humorous
misadventures. Wilson, too, learned many of his nature skills as a youth, paddling in Temagami,
working as a wilderness canoe ranger and guide, and following in the footsteps of one of Canada’s most
revered outdoor icons. The author recounts early days winter camping, motorcycling the Labrador
coast, and teaching actor Pierce Brosnan how to throw knives and paddle a canoe for the Richard
Attenborough film about Grey Owl. He also takes us to a few of his favourite places and shares intimate
secrets of wilderness living. Here, Grey Owl has returned as an ever-present critic – a buckskin-clad
spectre in a modern world of Gore-Tex, Kevlar canoes, and gear freaks.
Annual Report on Mineral Industry Operations in Ontario During Calandar Year ... 1901
Top 50 Canoe Routes of Ontario Kevin Callan 2011 Kevin Callan's top 50 canoe trips. It's no surprise
that Kevin Callan lives in Peterborough, Ontario, deep in the heart of canoe country and home to the
Canadian Canoe Museum. He has written 12 other books on canoe trips in Ontario, and this new book
will be welcomed by his many readers, especially novice canoeists. Some of these routes are well
known, and others are hidden secrets. Callan gives all the information paddlers need to complete each
route, from detailed descriptions and maps of all access points to accurate portage lengths and
important river features, as well as general advice on everything from running rapids to shuttle
arrangements - all embellished with historical notes and his trademark humor. Ranging from two-day
paddles to week-long expeditions, Top 50 Canoe Routes of Ontario includes 40 routes taken from
Callan's Paddler's Guides series, including: Turtle River White River Nellie Lake Loop Eighteen-Mile
Island Loop Old Voyageur Channel Big Trout Loop Nipissing River Barron Canyon Leopold's North
Country Loop The Pines Loop Sturgeon Lake/Olifaunt Lake Wabakimi Provincial Park Bark Lake Loop
York River The book also includes 10 new routes that Callan has yet to share with his readers. They
include: Elliot Lake Blue Lake Loop Lake Superior Provincial Park's Old Woman Lake Spanish River,
Biscotasing Lake Loop Island Lake Upper Ottawa River Algonquin's South Panhandle Here are the 50
best canoe routes of Ontario as chosen by one of Canada's most famous paddlers.
A Paddler's Guide to Algonquin Park Kevin Callan 2020-03 New in this edition: Ten new routes, 64
added pages, updated text -- an essential purchase of a revised classic. Review of previous edition: The
book is much more than a trip guide. Callan weaves in anecdotes from his own trips, so there's all the
nuts and bolts info but with some good stories thrown in. -- The Journal of Canadian Wilderness
Canoeing Ontario's Algonquin Park is one of North America's foremost canoeing destinations. Only a
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day's journey from the Great Lakes and much of the Eastern Seaboard, and 200 miles from Toronto, it's
a paddler's paradise of spectacular lakes, rivers and marshes surrounded by maple hills and rocky
ridges. The only way to explore the interior of the park is by canoe or on foot, where you will be
rewarded with a chorus of wolves howling and the echoing call of loons. You may also see more of the
abundant wildlife that call it home: moose, white-tailed deer, beaver, black bears, and more than 300
bird and 30 reptile species. This revised and updated edition of A Paddler's Guide to Algonquin Park has
64 more pages, 10 new canoe routes for a total of 35, new photographs by Callan, and detailed
redesigned maps showing portages and permitted campsites. Callan has chosen routes of varying
difficulty and experience, from easy to deep backcountry. Along with updates of information according
to changes in park conditions, regulations, closed routes and so on, the book includes this essential
information: Route difficulty Portages Campsite locations Put-in and take-out recommendations
Alternative access points Updated list of local outfitters and guides Updated web sites and more. Kevin
Callan has paddled Algonquin Park for three decades. His practical advice and lively descriptions are
like having him sitting in the lead canoe -- and that would be an adventure.
Cache Lake Country: Or, Life in the North Woods John J. Rowlands 2017-04-11 The classic
chronicle of life and self-reliance in the great Northern Forest, reissued for its many fans “Cache Lake
Country is a gem for many reasons—a simple narrative, the ways in which it conveys the work-a-day
joys and exertions of life in the wilderness, the woodscraft techniques it illustrates, and the slow and
pleasurable way in which the soul of a serene man is revealed.” —The New York Times Over half a
century ago, John Rowlands set out by canoe into the wilds of Canada to survey land for a timber
company. After paddling alone for several days, he came upon "the lake of my boyhood dreams," which
he named Cache Lake because there was stored the best that the north had to offer?timber for a cabin;
fish, game, and berries to live on; and the peace and contentment he felt he could not live without. This
is his story, containing both folklore and philosophy, with wisdom about the woods and the demand
therein for inventiveness. It includes directions for making moccasins, stoves, shelters, outdoor ovens,
canoes, and hundreds of other ingenious and useful gadgets.
Canoe Routes of Ontario Ontario. Ministry of Natural Resources 1981
Temagami Lakes Association Pamela Sinclair 2011-06 The Temagami region of northern Ontario has
been a magnet for recreational canoeists since the 1890s, when city dwellers began embarking on long,
gruelling trips to reach its unfettered wilderness. The land is steeped in the history of its tribal
inhabitants, the Teme-Augama Anishnabai (TAA), whose roots are 6,000 years deep. At the turn of the
20th century, the TAA still hunted on their traditional family territories, trading pelts at the Hudson's
Bay Company post on Bear Island. The railway arrived in 1904, easing travel from all over North
America. Steamships conveyed passengers to all five arms of the lake where rustic resorts and youth
camps were popping up. Soon, the village of Temagami became a tourism hub. Logging and mining
would later diversify the economy. The province of Ontario began leasing the lake's more than 1,200
islands in 1906. In 1931 cottagers united against logging near the mainland shoreline under the
Timagami Association banner, now the Temagami Lakes Association. Temagami is the only Ontario lake
where mainland shoreline development is banned Temagami Lakes Association: The Life and Times of a
Cottage Community recounts Temagami's history to 2011, and examines the Association's often
convoluted, occasionally controversial, relationships with the TAA, various levels of government,
villagers and within its own ranks. The narrative is lightened by cottagers' tales of mice invasions, fleshembedded fish hooks, encounters with big screen stars, cabin construction gone awry and the like.
More than 150 photos enliven the text.
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Grey Owl and Me Hap Wilson 2010-06-28 Hap Wilson is back for another journey, this time on the
lighter side of the adventure trail, where the bizarre melds with the sublime. Nurtured by the writings
of Canadian environmentalist and wannabe-Native, Grey Owl, Wilson adopted a lifestyle similar to the
1930s conservationist but with his own twists and turns along a meandering path full of humorous
misadventures. Wilson, too, learned many of his nature skills as a youth, paddling in Temagami,
working as a wilderness canoe ranger and guide, and following in the footsteps of one of Canada’s most
revered outdoor icons. The author recounts early days winter camping, motorcycling the Labrador
coast, and teaching actor Pierce Brosnan how to throw knives and paddle a canoe for the Richard
Attenborough film about Grey Owl. He also takes us to a few of his favourite places and shares intimate
secrets of wilderness living. Here, Grey Owl has returned as an ever-present critic – a buckskin-clad
spectre in a modern world of Gore-Tex, Kevlar canoes, and gear freaks.
Trails and Tribulations 2009 Noted northern traveller Hap Wilson shares accounts of his lifelong
involvement with wilderness living within the Canadian Shield. A park ranger, canoe guide, and
environmental activist, Wilson takes the reader on a journey through natural settings ranging from
austere to mysterious and breathtaking.
River of Fire Hap Wilson 2017-09 New York's Men's Journal Magazine hired a studio photographer from
Brooklyn, a post-master/writer from Thermond West Virginia and two Canadian river guides to paddle
one of the country's most dangerous whitewater rivers - the Seal in northern Manitoba, for the purpose
of publishing the quintessential Canadian adventure story. Add to this unlikely melange of characters,
the possibility of capsizing in freezing water, the threat of polar bears, a midnight sail down Hudson
Bay and Manitoba's worst boreal wild fire, this chronicle will carry the reader to the extreme edge of
exploration.
Canoeing, Kayaking and Hiking Temagami Hap Wilson 2004 The best canoe, kayak and hiking
routes in the wild Temagami region of Ontario. Temagami is one of the northern hemisphere's most
desirable and pristine wilderness areas. Each year thousands of Americans and Europeans visit this
4,000 square mile wilderness area in Central Ontario in search of rugged solitude and truly authentic
backwoods adventure. This comprehensive guidebook clearly details 25 of the best canoeing, kayaking
and hiking routes and contains notes on the region's history, geography, archaeology, flora and fauna,
as well as important outfitting, camping and safety tips. Trips include: Temagami to Lake Wanapitei
Loop Florence Lake Loop Marten River to Wicksteed Loop Lake Temagami Circle Loop Red Cedar to
Jumping Cariboo Lake Loop Diamond, Wakimika and Obabika Lake Loop Anima Nipissing and Jackpine
Lake Loop Rabbit and Twin Lakes Loop Turner Lake Loop Matabitchuan River Route Nasmith and
Obabika River Route Lady Evelyn, Makobe River, Montreal River Loop Anima Nipissing -- Montreal
River Loop Maple Mountain Loop Sugar Lake, Muskego River Links Gowganda to Elk Lake Route
Sydney Creek Route Smoothwater Lake to Gowganda Route Smoothwater Lake, Lady Evelyn River Loop
Makobe Lake and Trethewey Lake Links Smoothwater Lake to Sturgeon River Route
Rivers of the Upper Ottawa Valley Hap Wilson 2004 Each year thousands of American canoeists
venture north to paddle the Ottawa River and its tributaries. The Ottawa is among this continent's great
rivers. Both the Ottawa and its main tributaries have the rugged characteristics that whitewater
enthusiasts crave. Wilson also includes many trips for novice and cautious paddlers. Trips include:
Ottawa Valley Northwest Montreal River Makobe River Lady Evelyn River Devil Rock to Mattawa
Mattawa River Mattawa to Pembroke Petawawa River Petawawa Paddle and Pedal Tour Barron River
Rivière Dumoine Rivière Kipawa Rivière Noire Rivière Coulonge
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Temagami Hap Wilson 2011 Features the best canoe, kayak and hiking routes in the wild Temagami
region of Ontario. "Compiled by Hap Wilson, an outdoor writer who has more than thirty years of
experience as a wilderness guide . . . personally documented maps . . . far more information than a
volume this size might lead the reader to expect." -- Thunder Bay Chronicle-Journal Temagami is one of
the northern hemisphere's most desirable and pristine wilderness areas. Each year thousands visit this
10,000 km2 wilderness area in Central Ontario in search of rugged solitude and authentic backwoods
adventure. This comprehensive guidebook clearly details 25 of the best canoeing, kayaking and hiking
routes and contains notes on the region's history, geography, archaeology, flora and fauna, as well as
important outfitting, camping and safety tips. Trips include: Temagami to Lake Wanapitei Loop Marten
River to Wicksteed Loop Lake Temagami Circle Loop Red Cedar to Jumping Cariboo Lake Loop Anima
Nipissing and Jackpine Lake Loop Rabbit and Twin Lakes Loop Turner Lake Loop Matabitchuan River
Route Nasmith and Obabika River Route Lady Evelyn, Makobe River, Montreal River Loop Anima
Nipissing -- Montreal River Loop Maple Mountain Loop Sugar Lake, Muskego River Links Gowganda to
Elk Lake Route Smoothwater Lake, Lady Evelyn River Loop Makobe Lake and Trethewey Lake Links
Smoothwater Lake to Sturgeon River Route
Hap Wilson's Wilderness 3-Book Bundle Hap Wilson 2018-01-15 Noted traveller and
environmentalist Hap Wilson shares accounts of his lifelong involvement with wilderness living within
the Canadian Shield. Wilson knows better than most how to live in the woods. As park ranger, canoe
guide, outfitter, trail builder, and environmental activist, he learned from firsthand experience that
nature can neither be beaten or tamed.This three-book bundle includes: The Cabin: A Search for
Personal Sanctuary Noted environmentalist Hap Wilson takes us along a wilderness trail replete with
snags and pitfalls, through mishaps, tears, and laughter. Grey Owl and Me: Stories From the Trail and
Beyond Hap Wilson is back for another journey. Nurtured by the writings of Grey Owl, Wilson adopted a
similar lifestyle to the 1930s conservationist but with his own twists and turns. Wilson recounts the
early days of winter camping, takes readers to some of his favourite places, and shares intimate secrets
of wilderness living. Trails and Tribulations:Confessions of a Wilderness Pathfinder Noted northern
traveller Hap Wilson shares accounts of his lifelong involvement with wilderness living within the
Canadian Shield. A park ranger, canoe guide, and environmental activist, Wilson takes the reader on a
journey through natural settings ranging from austere to mysterious and breathtaking.
Temagami Canoe Routes Hap Wilson 1999-03-01 Temagami, located in northern Ontario (five hours
north of Toronto by car) is a world-renowned canoe tripping destination featuring over 4,000 square
miles of canoe country. The waterways of the Temagami region are particularly attractive since many of
the routes form convenient trip loops. Hap Wilson compiles more than 25 canoe route descriptions,
including hiking trails that cater to wilderness paddlers from beginner to expert. Climb Maple
Mountain, camp at Centre Falls, listen to the wolves howl, or fish its fabled deep waters -- Temagami
has it all.
Annual Report Ontario. Dept. of Mines and Northern Affairs 1901
A Paddler's Guide to Ontario's Lost Canoe Routes Kevin Callan 2004 Take the path less traveled along
lesser-known waterways. Some of the routes featured in this book are little known; some haven't been
documented for as long as 50 years. The 15 trips range from two to eight days, involve all types of
water, and are suitable for canoeists of all skill levels. Trips include: Wabakimi Provincial Park Steel
River Loop Chapleau and Nemegosenda Rivers Wakami Lake Loop Ranger Lake Loop Dunlop Lake Loop
Lac aux Sables/Bark Lake Loop Nabakwasi River Loop Four M Circle Loop Tatachikapika River
Chiniguchi River Temagami's Canton Lakes Marten River Provincial Park South River York River
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The Temagami Experience Bruce W. Hodgins 1989-01-01 Gives a historical account of the cultural,
economic and political developments of the Temagami Forest Reserve in northern Ontario. Discusses
federal-provincial efforts to reconcile conflicts between government land use policy and those of the
Temagami Objiway Indians and the conservationists.
Paddling and Hiking the Georgian Bay Coast Kas Stone 2008 A well-illustrated guide to 38 trips in
and around Ontario's Georgian Bay, covering everything from hour-long strolls to multi-day paddling
expeditions. Each trip includes access points, trip planning, maps and where to find out more.
Dance of the Deadmen Hap Wilson Self-styled arctic outdoorsman, John Hornby had already
compromised his abilities to survive in the tundra through several incidents of near starvation, and by
injuries suffered as a soldier in World War I. He had openly admitted to peers that “he had had enough
of the north and wished he had never come”. Yet, foolishly, he conscripted his young cousin, nineteen
year-old Edgar Christian, and a willing third party, twenty-nine year-old Harold Adlard, both having no
survival training or outdoor experience, to join him on an adventure into the most isolated part of the
Canadian northland – the Thelon River in the Northwest Territories. This is a story about the tragic
Hornby expedition of 1926. One of Canada’s most legendary stories, the reader embarks on a journey as
if they were there with Hornby and his two charges. Wilson adds dialogue to the events that unfold
using excerpts from Edgar’s surviving diary. Not sparing any detail, the author applies his own vast
knowledge of winter survival to events that led the three to disaster in a land that shows no mercy to
the ill-prepared. Wilson bravely delves into the psychology of men in isolation when deprived of hope
but not of love.
Paddling Partners Bruce W. Hodgins 2008-02-08 Carol and Bruce Hodgins began leading canoe trips in
1957 for Camp Wanapitei on Lake Temagami in Northern Ontario, initially to the great rivers of that
region and on into Quebec. Their first venture north of 60 found them on the South Nahanni, soon to be
followed by the Coppermine River, and by the 1990s their annual tripping took them to the Soper River
on Baffin Island. included with their richly descriptive accounts of wilderness travel with groups of
people, are kayak adventures in Baja California, Mexico, and the Queen Charlottes, paddling in and
near the Everglades and explorations on Heritage rivers in the Maritimes and along the coast of
Newfoundland. Few have personally experienced the breadth of wilderness travel in Canada as have the
Hodgins husband-and-wife team. Their fifty years as "paddling partners," a legendary achievement, is a
story of shared joys, challenges, triumphs and mishaps, delightfully told and augmented by excerpts
from daily logs, historical insights and the tidbits of experience gleaned over the years.
The Cabin Hap Wilson 2005-11-23 Noted environmentalist Hap Wilson takes us along a wilderness trail
replete with snags and pitfalls, through mishaps, tears, and laughter.
Annual Report 1900
Canoeing and Hiking Wild Muskoka Hap Wilson 2003 A guide book to the less-traveled regions of
Ontario between Georgian Bay and the Algonquin highlands featuring 80 hand-drawn maps. Both easy
day trips and much more adventurous trips are covered.
Top 60 Canoe Routes of Ontario Kevin Callan 2018-04-24 A new edition of the best-selling guide,
expanded with 10 more routes over 48 more pages. Ontario is blessed with some of the most scenic and
enjoyable lakes and rivers in the world -- it truly is a paddler's paradise. Like the first edition of this
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book, this updated and expanded second edition is destined to become the classic guide to the very best
canoeing the province has to offer. Top 60 Canoe Routes of Ontario includes 10 more of Kevin Callan's
favorite canoe excursions. While some of these routes are well known to paddlers province-wide, such
as the Bonnechere River, others are hidden secrets, like the ambitious and magical Woodland Caribou
Park. The routes range from two-day paddles to week-long expeditions and are divided amongst nine
regions: Southern Ontario, Cottage Country, Algonquin, Central Ontario, Eastern Ontario, Temagami,
Ontario's Near North, Northern Ontario and Northwestern Ontario. Kevin gives paddlers all the
information they need to complete each route, including accurate maps of all access points, portage
lengths, important river features and campsites -- all embellished with historical notes and Kevin's
trademark humor. He also includes a detailed "Before You Go" section in which he shares the expertise
that has earned him the title of Canada's Happy Camper.
Rivers of the Upper Ottawa Valley Hap Wilson 1993-01-01 The watersheds of the Ottawa River
System in Ontario, Canada are steeped in the history of the voyageurs, and provide some of the best
canoeing and kayaking anywhere in North America. More than just a guidebook that has outstanding
cartography, this book documents the history, legends and culture of the Ottawa River along with ten
detailed paddling trips.
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